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Virtual reality (VR) environments are increasingly popular for various applications, and 
the appearance of virtual characters is a critical factor that influences user behaviors. 
In this study, we aimed to investigate the impact of avatar and agent appearances on 
pre-touch proxemics in VR. To achieve this goal, we designed experiments utilizing 
three user avatars (man/woman/robot) and three virtual agents (man/woman/
robot). Specifically, we measured the pre-touch reaction distances to the face and 
body, which are the distances at which a person starts to feel uncomfortable before 
being touched. We examined how these distances varied based on the appearances 
of avatars, agents, and user gender. Our results revealed that the appearance of 
avatars and agents significantly impacted pre-touch reaction distances. Specifically, 
those using a female avatar tended to maintain larger distances before their face 
and body to be touched, and people also preferred greater distances before being 
touched by a robot agent. Interestingly, we observed no effects of user gender on 
pre-touch reaction distances. These findings have implications for the design and 
implementation of VR systems, as they suggest that avatar and agent appearances 
play a significant role in shaping users’ perceptions of pre-touch proxemics. Our 
study highlights the importance of considering these factors when creating 
immersive and socially acceptable VR experiences.
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1. Introduction

With the popularization of VR devices and applications, people have more opportunities 
for interacting with others in VR environments. Various devices and algorithms have introduced 
haptic feedback in VR in addition to audiovisual feedback (Van Erp and Toet, 2015; Huisman, 
2016; Zenner and Kruger, 2017; Whitmire et al., 2018; Preechayasomboon and Rombokas, 2021; 
Kruijff et al., 2022; Kudry and Cohen, 2022; Nunez et al., 2022; Shell et al., 2022; Villa et al., 
2022). Due to such devices and algorithms, humans are more often haptically interacting with 
virtual characters, and human behavior during touch interactions in VR is being actively studied 
(Bailenson and Yee, 2008; Huisman et al., 2014; Hoppe et al., 2020; Sykownik and Masuch, 2020; 
Gallace and Girondini, 2022).

In VR, the appearances of virtual characters affect the perceptions and behaviors of others. 
Such appearance-related effects on people’s perceptions and behaviors are being investigated 
when they touch others and/or when they themselves are touched. Bailenson and Yee (2008) 
reported that people touched a human-like virtual character with less force than when they 
touched a cylindrical object (non-human object); they touched a virtual character’s face with 
less force than its torso. These studies, which focused on the behaviors and perceptions of 
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humans when they touch and are touched, provide knowledge about 
creating virtual agents that behave in a human-like manner when 
touching and/or being touched. Here, in this paper, we define an agent 
as a computer-controlled virtual character.

However, few studies focused on the situation before humans are 
touched. In the fields of computer interface and manipulation in robotics, 
some studies have addressed pre-touch situations (Hinckley et al., 2016; 
Aslan and André, 2017; Lancaster et al., 2017; Müller et al., 2019). For 
example, Lancaster et al. (2017) presented a novel framework combining 
pre-touch sensing and deep learning for more accurate and efficient 
object pose estimation. Hinckley et al. (2016) investigated the emerging 
pre-touch modality via a self-capacitance touchscreen that can sense 
multiple fingers above a mobile device and grip around the screen’s edges. 
In contrast, in the context of interaction between humans and virtual 
characters/robots, there are few studies about pre-touch interaction.

Touch interaction begins before physical contact; such pre-touch 
interaction is also related to representations of human-likeness 
(Shiomi et al., 2018; Mejía et al., 2021a, 2023). For example, before 
being touched at a certain distance, humans respond by turning 
toward the approaching hand and maintaining a distance from it. In 
a human-robot interaction study, Shiomi et al. (2018) reported that 
humans prefer a robot that responds to an approaching hand at a 
modeled comfortable distance, based on pre-touch interactions 
between humans. In a VR study, Mejía et al. investigated the distance 
at which humans begin to feel uncomfortable when a virtual hand 
approaches their face (called the pre-touch reaction distance) and 
reported that pre-touch reaction distances to the face measured in VR 
were close to those measured in physical space (Mejía et al., 2021a).

Although Mejía et al. (2021a) concluded that pre-touch reaction 
distances in VR resemble those in physical environments, the effects of 
VR’s characteristic nature on pre-touch reaction distances are not well 
investigated. In particular, previous works did not consider the 
embodiment of the avatar. Instead, participants simply looked at visual 
stimuli without much awareness of their body. Here, in this paper, 
we define an avatar as a human-controlled virtual character. Avatar 
embodiment influences interpersonal spaces in VR (Yee and Bailenson, 
2007; Zibrek et al., 2020; Rivu et al., 2021; Buck et al., 2022). Yee and 
Bailenson (2007) described that participants using a high attractiveness 
avatar walked closer to another avatar than to a low attractiveness avatar. 
Rivu et al. (2021) reported that users’ preferred interpersonal spaces 
between friends increased when the gender of an avatar was different 
from their own. These studies suggest that avatar appearance and user 
gender affect the proximity between agents and avatars. Unfortunately, 
such effects on pre-touch reaction distances have not been investigated.

In this study, our primary goal is to measure pre-touch reaction 
distances in VR, considering the influence of appearance and gender 
as crucial factors. We examine the effects of avatar appearance, agent 
appearance, and user gender on these distances. Drawing on prior 
research in proxemics, we  have formulated hypotheses about the 
impact of avatar, agent, and gender factors. Several studies 
demonstrated that women generally maintain a larger interpersonal 
space than men (Bailenson et al., 2001; Iachini et al., 2014; Zibrek 
et al., 2020, 2022; Rapuano et al., 2021).

Hypothesis 1-1:  Women will maintain greater pre-touch reaction 
distances than men.

Furthermore, when the avatar is embodied, its appearance may 
also influence pre-touch reaction distances.

Hypothesis 1-2:  People using a female avatar will maintain greater 
pre-touch reaction distances than those using a male or a 
robot avatar.

The appearance of the agent is another factor that can affect 
interpersonal space in virtual reality. Multiple studies have shown that 
people tend to maintain larger distances from male agents (Wieser 
et al., 2010; Iachini et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2022; Zibrek et al., 2022), 
and prefer larger distances from non-human objects compared to 
human-like agents (Iachini et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2022). These 
effects may also be observed in pre-touch reaction distances.

Hypothesis 2: People will maintain greater pre-touch reaction 
distances when reacting to an approaching hand of a male or a 
robot agent than of a female agent.

To achieve the goal, we  experimentally measured pre-touch 
distances to an avatar’s face and body, systematically varying the 
appearance of avatars and agents using man, woman, and robot-like 
depictions. We  also examined the role of user gender and how 
different combinations of avatar/agent appearances and user gender 
affected pre-touch reaction distances in VR.

2. Related work

2.1. Proxemics in VR environments

Humans generally maintain a certain distance from others. Hall’s 
seminal work on proxemics (Hall, 1966) has inspired many researchers 
to study interpersonal space not only between humans but also 
between a human and a virtual character. Humans also maintain a 
certain distance from a virtual character in VR environments 
(Bailenson et al., 2001, 2003; Wilcox et al., 2006; Llobera et al., 2010; 
Huang et al., 2022). Huang et al. (2022) investigated proxemics when 
humans interact with virtual agents in augmented reality. Li et al. 
(2019) compared human-robot proxemics between VR and physical 
environments and concluded that humans maintained larger distances 
from a virtual robot than a physical robot. Such social factors as 
emotional expressions (Ruggiero et  al., 2017; Bönsch et  al., 2018, 
2020), motion attractiveness (Zibrek et al., 2020), gaze (Bailenson 
et al., 2001, 2003), and coughing behaviors (Shiomi et al., 2022) affect 
proxemics in human-agent interactions as well as in human-human 
interactions in physical environments. Based on the foundation of 
proxemics, various works have proposed designs for virtual and 
robotic behaviors (Althaus et al., 2004; Kirby et al., 2009; Svenstrup 
et al., 2010; Novick et al., 2018). These works show how proxemics also 
affects human-agent and human-human interaction, and knowledge 
of proxemics is critical for designing acceptable pre-interaction 
behaviors of agents.

In contrast to the vast background of proxemics on positions 
between humans as well as between humans and agents, few studies 
have focused on proxemics in touch interaction, which addresses 
the close distance maintained by humans to an approaching hand. 
Concerning work on proxemics in touch interaction, in the field of 
human-robot interaction, few researchers have investigated 
pre-touch reaction distances (Shiomi et  al., 2018; Mejía et  al., 
2021b). Both of these works also measured pre-touch reaction 
distances in VR and designed virtual agents that react to an 
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approaching hand based on the measured distance at which humans 
felt uncomfortable (Mejía et  al., 2021a). Although Mejía et  al. 
measured pre-touch reaction distances in VR, since they focused 
on the face without considering the presence of the avatar’s body, 
how avatar embodiment affects the pre-touch reaction distance in 
VR remains unclarified.

2.2. Effects of appearance and user’s 
gender on proxemics in VR environments

Human perceptions of others are greatly influenced by appearance 
and attractiveness, whether in physical interactions or virtual 
environments. According to Dion et al. (1972), physically attractive 
individuals are often perceived as possessing more socially desirable 
personality traits and leading better lives than their less attractive 
counterparts, and this relationship between attractiveness and 
perceived goodness was further validated by Gross and Crofton 
(1977). Principe and Langlois (2011) found that less attractive faces 
evoke greater disgust and negative affect than more attractive faces, 
emphasizing the substantial role attractiveness plays in eliciting 
affective responses.

In the interactions between humans and virtual characters, the 
influence of attractiveness and appearance also influences human 
perceptions and behaviors. Waddell and Ivory (2015) conducted a 
field experiment to examine how avatar attractiveness, avatar gender, 
and user gender interact to influence responses to a requested favor. 
The study found that attractive avatars received more help than less 
attractive avatars. However, female users received less help than male 
users when represented by avatars that were less attractive or men. 
Nowak and Rauh (2005) examined how avatar characteristics, such as 
their androgyny and anthropomorphism, influence online users’ 
perceptions. They found that more anthropomorphic avatars were 
perceived as more attractive and credible, with a preference for avatars 
matching the user’s gender. These studies suggest the profound 
influence of attractiveness and appearance on human perceptions and 
interactions, both in physical and virtual environments.

Proxemics is also affected by the appearances of an avatar and an 
agent. Many works have reported the effects of appearance-related 
factors on proxemics, including avatar size, realism, gender, and age 
(Bailenson et al., 2001, 2003; Iachini et al., 2014, 2016; Zibrek et al., 
2017; Buck et al., 2019, 2022; Lisi et al., 2021; Mousas et al., 2021; Rivu 
et al., 2021; Huang et al., 2022). Some works reported the effects of 
non-human-like appearances on proxemics (Iachini et  al., 2014; 
Mousas et al., 2021; Huang et al., 2022). For example, Iachini et al. 
(2014) reported that humans maintained a larger distance from a 
cylindrical object than a human-like agent.

Gender is another factor that has been scrutinized. An agent’s 
gender influences the interpersonal distance between users and 
agents. Some studies have shown a similar tendency where people 
keep a larger distance from male agents (Wieser et al., 2010; Iachini 
et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2022; Zibrek et al., 2022). The gender of the 
user is also related to proxemics in VR. Some studies showed that 
women prefer a larger distance than men (Bailenson et  al., 2001; 
Iachini et al., 2014; Zibrek et al., 2020, 2022; Rapuano et al., 2021).

Another factor is an avatar’s embodiment. Studies in 
non-proxemics contexts reported the effects of gender transfer/swap 
on decision-making (Bolt et al., 2021), touch perception (Fusaro et al., 

2021; Mello et al., 2021), gender bias (Schulze et al., 2019; Wu and 
Chen, 2022), and task performance (Lee et al., 2014). In the context of 
proxemics, few studies have investigated the effects of avatar 
embodiment when the user’s gender does not match the avatar’s 
gender (Buck et al., 2019; Rivu et al., 2021). Rivu et al. (2021) reported 
that the preferred distance between friends increased when users 
employed avatars of the another sex.

These studies suggest that the appearances of agents, avatars, and 
user gender affect proxemics, as does the interaction of these factors. 
In this study, we focus on how humans are affected by the appearances 
of their avatars and the agents with whom they interact as well as the 
gender of users during pre-touch proxemics.

3. Material and method

3.1. Conditions: appearances of avatar, 
agent, and user gender

We prepared three factors in our experiment: (1) avatar 
appearance (within-subject, three levels: man/woman/robot), (2) 
agent appearance (within-subject, three levels: man/woman/
robot), and (3) participant gender (between-subject, two levels: 
man/woman). We prepared three 3D models for the appearances 
of the avatars and agents: man, woman, and robot. For the 3D 
model of the robot avatar and agent, we used Pepper, a robot 
developed by SoftBank Robotics. These models of avatars and 
virtual agents are equipped with joints that allow the avatars to 
mirror movements in real space and the virtual agents to move 
their hands toward the avatars.

3.2. Task design

3.2.1. Overview
To investigate pre-touch proxemics, we followed related works 

(Shiomi et al., 2018; Mejía et al., 2021a,b) and measured the pre-touch 
reaction distances, which are those at which a person starts to feel 
uncomfortable before being touched. This measurement is based on 
the stop-distance procedure (Hayduk, 1985), which is the most widely 
used approach for calculating interpersonal distance. We measured 
pre-touch reaction distances to the face and body (Figure  1). 
We  controlled the appearances of the avatar and the agent and 
examined the effect on pre-touch reaction distances.

3.2.2. Implementation of touching behavior of agent
In the experiment, our agent raised its right hand to the avatar’s 

face or body as follows. The approach motion to the face was 
implemented from a total of 35 angles: combinations of five angles of 
±30 degrees in 15-degree increments horizontally and seven angles of 
±45 degrees in 15-degree increments vertically. The approach motion 
to the avatar’s body was implemented from the front at 13 points on 
the avatar’s body: neck, chest, abdomen, and both shoulders, elbows, 
hands, hips, and knees (Figure 2). The target points of the body were 
not recognized in real-time by a sensor but were rather 
pre-determined. The virtual agent’s hand was initially displayed 70 
[cm] from the avatar and implemented to approach the target point at 
approximately 0.2 [m/s]. The agent moved its hand toward the target 
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FIGURE 2

Avatar’s body parts used to the target of approach motion.

point in a straight line horizontally to the ground plane, while the 
avatar’s pose was determined using inverse kinematics.

We used the Unity game engine (Unity Technologies, version: 
2019.4.20f1) to develop the virtual environments, movements of 
avatars, and agents. Visual stimuli were presented using a head-
mounted display (HTC VIVE Pro Eye, resolution: 1440 × 1,600 pixels 
per eye, field of view: 100 degrees, refresh rate: 90 Hz). A computer 
(DELL ALIENWARE m15 R3, OS: Windows 10 Pro, RAM: 32 GB, 

CPU: Intel Core i9-10980HK, GPU: NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 
SUPER Max-Q) controlled the stimuli.

3.2.3. Procedure
First, the participant received an explanation of the experiment 

and gave informed consent. The participants were informed about 
when and how to press a button on the controller during the 
explanation of the experiment. They then put on a head-mounted 
display and held controllers in both hands. The HTC VIVE Pro Eye 
and its controllers were used for VR stimuli and avatar control. The 
pre-touch reaction distances were measured based on the procedure 
shown in Figure  3. The measurement procedure consists of three 
steps: (a) avatar experience, (b) measurement of pre-touch reaction 
distance to the face, and (c) measurement of pre-touch reaction 
distance to the body. When measuring the distances to the face, 
participants were seated in a chair. When measuring the distances to 
the body, participants were standing.

First, participants experienced an avatar (man/woman/robot) to 
become accustomed to the avatar body in front of the mirror, 
following related works (Oh et al., 2016; Krekhov et al., 2019; Frisanco 
et al., 2022). There is no unified rule regarding the time spent on this 
process, as it depends on the experiment; in our case, we adopted a 
duration of 2 min. They could freely move its hands and head in a 
standing position and observed it through a mirror placed in front of 
the avatar (Figure 3A). The movements of the human head and arms 
in real space were reflected in the avatar’s movements by environmental 
sensors, which detected the positions of the head-mounted display 
and the controllers held in each hand by the participants.

After the step (a), the scene changed to display messages 
informing the participant that the agent would start moving its hands 
when they were ready. Then, participants pressed a button on the 
controller, and the scene changed to show the agent in front of the 
avatar. This scene switch was also implemented between measuring 
the pre-touch reaction distance for the face and body. At the 
beginning of the measurement, the virtual agent was displayed with 
its right hand in the initial position. When the participant pressed a 
button on the controller, the hand began to move toward the avatar’s 
face. If the participant felt uncomfortable, they pressed the button 
again, the agents stopped moving their hand, and the system 
measured the distance between the agent’s hand and the avatar’s face. 
Then, the participant pressed the button again, causing the agent to 
transition to the next initial position immediately. This was repeated 
randomly from the 35 angles described in Section 3.2.2 in a random 
order. During the pre-touch distance measurement to the face, the 

FIGURE 1

Examples of implemented behaviors of hand approaching face and body. We measured the pre-touch reaction distances to the face and body.
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avatar’s face orientation was fixed in a frontal direction, and the 
hand-approach angle was identical for all participants.

Next, we measured the pre-touch reaction distance to the hand’s 
approaching motion to the body in the similar procedure for the face. 
However, the direction of the avatar’s face was not fixed, and 
participants were instructed to look at the hand approaching the body 
and were allowed to stop it when they felt uncomfortable and wanted 
no further approaching. The position of the avatar’s body was fixed, 
and the approaching motion of the hands was identical for all 
participants. All 13 target points on the avatar’s body was used for the 
measurement. The order of the pointes was randomly decided. After 
measuring the pre-touch reaction distance of the body, we changed 
the agent’s appearance and repeated the measurements of the 
pre-touch reaction distances of the face and body. This process was 
repeated with the three virtual agents. For each avatar, participants 
repeated steps (b) to (c) for all three agents, resulting in a total of nine 
conditions. We  randomized the order in which participants 
experienced the avatars as well as the appearances of agents; however, 
the order of steps (b) to (c) remained consistent throughout 
the experiment.

All procedures were approved by the Bioethics Committee of 
Faculty of Science and Technology, Keio University, Application No. 
2020–87.

3.3. Participants

Twenty participants (ten men and ten women, mean 
age = 22.65 years, SD = 1.93 years) took part in our experiments.

4. Results

In regard to pre-touch reaction distances to the face, we used the 
mean distances of 35 approaching angles and analyzed the data using 
N = 20, which represents the number of participants. For pre-touch 
reaction distances to the body, we used the mean distances of 13 

points on the avatar’s body and also analyzed the data using N = 20. 
Figure 4 and Table 1 shows the pre-touch reaction distances for a face 
and a body. For those of a face, we conducted a three-way mixed 
ANOVA for the avatar, agent, and gender factors and found significant 
main effects in the avatar factor (F(2, 36) = 10.31, p < 0.001, partial 
η2 = 0.364) and the agent factor (F(1.47, 26.48) = 34.74, p < 0.001, 
partial η2 = 0.659). We found no significant effects in the gender factor 
(F(1, 18) = 0.830, p = 0.374, partial η2 = 0.044) or in the interactions 
between the avatar × gender factors (F(2, 36) = 1.16, p = 0.324, partial 
η2 = 0.061), agent × gender (F(2, 36) = 1.07, p = 0.353, partial η2 = 0.056), 
avatar × agent factors (F(4, 72) = 1.18, p = 0.327, partial η2 = 0.061), and 
avatar × agent × gender factors (F(4, 72) = 2.24, p = 0.074, partial 
η2 = 0.110). Multiple comparisons with Tukey’s HSD for the avatar 
factor revealed significant differences between conditions: female 
avatar > male avatar (p = 0.024), and female avatar > robot avatar 
(p = 0.005). Multiple comparisons with Tukey’s HSD for the agent 
factor showed significant differences between conditions: robot agent 
> female agent (p < 0.001) and robot agent > male agent (p < 0.001).

These results indicate that (1) those using a female avatar prefer 
larger distances before their face is touched than when using male and 
robot avatars, and (2) people prefer larger distances before their face 
is touched by a robot agent than by male and female agents.

For the pre-touch reaction distances for the body, we conducted 
a three-way mixed ANOVA for the avatar, agent, and gender factors 
and found significant main effects in the avatar factor (F(1.36, 
24.41) = 14.251, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.442) and the agent factor (F(2, 
36) = 5.773, p = 0.007, partial η2 = 0.243). We  found no significant 
effects in the gender factor (F(1, 18) = 0.0210, p = 0.886, partial 
η2 = 0.001) or in the interaction between the avatar × gender factors 
(F(2, 36) = 0.213, p = 0.809, partial η2 = 0.012), agent × gender (F(2, 
36) = 2.048, p = 0.144, partial η2 = 0.102), avatar × agent factors (F(4, 
72) = 1.159, p = 0.336, partial η2 = 0.061), and avatar × agent × gender 
factors (F(4, 72) = 1.302, p = 0.278, partial η2 = 0.067). Multiple 
comparisons with Tukey’s HSD for the avatar factor revealed 
significant differences between conditions: male avatar > robot avatar 
(p = 0.014), female avatar > male avatar (p = 0.010), and female avatar 
> robot avatar (p = 0.001). Multiple comparisons with Tukey’s HSD for 

FIGURE 3

Procedure of measurement of the pre-touch reaction distance.
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TABLE 1 Pre-touch reaction distances for the face and body, organized 
by avatar and agent appearances.

Target Agent Avatar Mean SE

Face

Man

Man 0.129 0.0178

Woman 0.130 0.0166

Robot 0.172 0.0188

Woman

Man 0.147 0.0176

Woman 0.149 0.0145

Robot 0.189 0.0196

Robot

Man 0.107 0.0142

Woman 0.109 0.0146

Robot 0.161 0.0189

Body

Man

Man 0.0939 0.0141

Woman 0.0891 0.0143

Robot 0.106 0.0165

Woman

Man 0.116 0.0169

Woman 0.108 0.0148

Robot 0.122 0.0181

Robot

Man 0.0596 0.00954

Woman 0.0572 0.00901

Robot 0.0822 0.0114

the agent factor showed significant differences between conditions: 
robot agent > male agent (p = 0.026) and robot agent > female agent 
(p = 0.040).

These results indicate that (1) people using a female avatar prefer 
larger distances before their body is touched than people using a male 
and a robot avatar, and (2) people using a male avatar prefer larger 
distances before their body is touched than people using a robot 
avatar. In addition, these results indicate that (3) people prefer larger 
distances before their body is touched by the robot agent than from 
male and female agents.

Thus, hypothesis 1-1 is not supported, hypothesis 1-2 is supported, 
and hypothesis 2 is partially supported.

5. Discussion

5.1. Implications

Our results identified strong effects of the appearance of agents 
and embodied avatars on pre-touch proxemics. People maintained 
larger pre-touch distances to the robot agent than to male and female 
agents. This result is partially consistent with the tendency identified 
by related works, which reported that people maintained larger 
distances to a pillar-like object than human agents (Iachini et al., 2014; 
Huang et al., 2022). Iachini et al. (2014) discussed that such a shorter 
distance to a female agent reflects attraction and self-protection 
mechanisms. In our experiments, participants preferred to maintain 
larger distances from the robot agent than from either the female or 
male agent. These results suggest that the robot’s appearance elicits 
strong avoidance perceptions during pre-touch interactions, which 
occur at very close distances.

Our results also showed that people maintained larger distances 
with female avatars than with male and robot avatars, although 
we  did not find any significant main effects of user gender and 
interaction with the appearances of the agents/avatars. This distance 
trend with female avatars is consistent with the trend in the 
interpersonal distances of women, which they generally maintain 
greater distances than men (Bailenson et al., 2001; Iachini et al., 
2014; Zibrek et al., 2020, 2022; Rapuano et al., 2021). These results 
could be interpreted as a greater effect of avatar gender embodiment 
than user gender in pre-touch proxemics. People’s behavior in VR 
environments is influenced by the representations of their avatars, 
the so-called Proteus effect (Yee and Bailenson, 2007; Ratan et al., 
2020; Szolin et al., 2022). In our experiments, the embodiment of 
the female avatar might have induced users to engage in stronger 
self-protective behaviors than the embodiments of the male and 
robot avatars in pre-touch proxemics.

FIGURE 4

Mean pre-touch reaction distances for face and body. Error bars denote ± standard error of the mean.
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On the other hand, our results did not show significant effects of 
participants’ gender. In psychology, the concept of in-group advantage 
(Tajfel et al., 1971) suggests that individuals may feel more comfortable 
with members of their own group. This phenomenon could play a role 
in how participants react to the approaching hands of avatars and 
agents of different genders. Our results imply that, in the context of 
our study, we  did not observe a clear in-group advantage effect. 
However, it is worth noting that the absence of significant findings in 
our study does not necessarily rule out the possibility of in-group 
advantage playing a role in other contexts or with different 
experimental designs. Future research with a more focused 
experimental design, perhaps examining the effects of various 
combinations of each factor step-by-step or manipulating the degree 
of representation of participants’ own gender within the VR 
environment, could help illuminate the complexities of this 
phenomenon, including the potential influence of in-group advantage 
on participants’ reactions to different avatar and agent genders. 
Furthermore, exploring how the degree of realism and attractiveness 
of avatars and agents may interact with in-group advantage could 
provide a more comprehensive understanding of social interactions 
in VR environments.

Our findings lead to the following suggestions for the pre-touch 
behaviors of virtual agents in VR. People felt uncomfortable at a 
certain distance before being touched, and this distance differed 
depending on the appearances of the interaction participants. To 
behave in a human-like manner, virtual agents should react in 
pre-touch situations at a distance that considers appearances. Our 
findings also highlight the need for carefully designing touch 
behaviors based on the appearances of avatars and agents. Since 
touching is a behavior that can easily violate personal spaces, it must 
be  carefully designed. Our experimental results indicated that 
coordinating people’s acceptable distances before being touched is 
complicated, based on the characteristics of the interaction 
participants. To avoid such unsocial behavior as sexual harassment in 
VR (Neyret et al., 2020), touch behaviors must be designed based on 
the appearances of avatars/agents and the gender of their users.

5.2. Bodily maps of pre-touch proxemics

We measured the pre-touch reaction distance to the face and 13 
points on the body, as described in Section 3.2.2. To understand the 
broad tendency of pre-touch proxemics of the body, we created bodily 
maps of the pre-touch reaction distances, which are shown in Figure 5. 
These maps allow for a visual representation of the differences in 
distances between these points, although they do not provide 
conclusive results. To create the maps, we first plotted the average 
pre-touch reaction distances for the face and 13 points on a 7 × 23 
grids, as illustrated in Figure 3. Then, we estimated the distances for 
the remaining points on the grid using ordinary kriging (Wackernagel, 
2003), a statistical method for interpolating values at unobserved 
locations based on spatial correlation of observed data. Finally, 
we overlaid the silhouette image of a human body onto the heatmaps 
created based on the observed and estimated pre-touch 
reaction distances.

As shown in Figure 5, the effects of avatar and agent factors have 
a large impact on the pre-touch reaction distances. In particular, when 
participants used a female avatar, they tended to maintain the larger 
distances, while when they used a robot avatar, they tended to 
maintain the closer distances compared to other avatar and agent 
conditions. Interestingly, we found that the hands were less influenced 
by the avatar and agent factors than other body parts, and participants 
tended to maintain closer distances to hands compared to other parts. 
This trend is partially consistent with previous research on bodily 
patterns in social touch contexts (Suvilehto et al., 2015, 2019), where 
participants were asked to color silhouettes of human bodies in an 
online questionnaire to indicate where they would allow touch by 
individuals in different social relationships (e.g., partner, friend, 
stranger). Their results showed that the regions allowed to be touched 
by strangers were limited to the hands, shoulders, and arms, suggesting 
that hands are the most acceptable body parts to be  touched 
even in VR.

These findings have implications for the design and 
implementation of VR systems, as they suggest that the appearance of 

FIGURE 5

Bodily maps of pre-touch reaction distances. Color bar indicates the average and estimated pre-touch reaction distances.
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avatars and agents can influence users’ pre-touch reaction distances to 
different body parts. Understanding these factors is crucial for creating 
more immersive and socially acceptable VR experiences.

5.3. Limitations

Our experiment has several limitations. First, rendering the reality 
of avatars and agents may affect pre-touch proxemics. Some studies 
have investigated its effects on the reality of agents (Jo et al., 2017; 
Zibrek et al., 2017, 2018). Regarding the realism of models, it has been 
reported that participants exhibited the highest sense of body 
ownership and presence when inhabiting a cartoon-like virtual avatar 
mimicking the participant’s outfit, rather than an avatar reconstructed 
from a real image of the participant’s appearance (Jo et al., 2017). 
Additionally, it is important to consider the concept of the Uncanny 
Valley (Mori et al., 2012), which suggests that as a virtual character 
becomes more human-like, it may evoke a sense of eeriness or 
discomfort in the observer. Thus, the level of perceived comfort with 
a virtual character may be related to its degree of realism. In our study, 
the cartoon characters may have been perceived as less strange or 
more comfortable than the robot, which may have influenced the 
participants’ preferences for shorter distances to the cartoon 
characters. At the same time, the participants in our study were 
affected by the appearances of both avatars and agents, making the 
effects of combinations of realism and attractiveness between avatars 
and agents more complex. Although Zibrek et al. (2017) did not find 
significant effects of rendering reality on proxemics in VR, they did 
not investigate the effects of combinations between rendering reality 
of avatars and agents. From the perspective of such effects of 
combinations, further comprehensive research is needed.

The similarity between an avatar’s appearance and the user’s body 
image should be addressed. The wide variety of non-human appearances 
of avatars/agents and their combinations should also be investigated. In 
our experiments, we used a humanoid robot as a non-human character 
and did not investigate the effects of the degree of the humanity of the 
avatars/agents’ appearances. Our participants were aware that they were 
interacting with computer agents, although in situations where people 
interact with others using avatars, such awareness of who controls the 
character of interlocutor might affect pre-touch proxemics. For example, 
Rivu et al. (2021) reported that people’s preferred distances between 
gender-swapped avatars changed when they interacted with friends. 
According to reports, socially close individuals were allowed to touch a 
wider bodily area compared to others (Suvilehto et al., 2015, 2019). For 
non-human avatar appearances, the familiarity of the appearance should 
also be addressed. In a study of human-robot interaction, Takayama and 
Pantofaru (2009) reported that personal experience with robots reduces 
the personal space around them. Such a social effect must 
be further studied.

6. Conclusion

We focused on the effects of appearances and user gender on 
pre-touch proxemics. We prepared different kinds of appearances of 
user avatars and touching agents and measured the distances at which 
people felt uncomfortable before being touched. Our experimental 
results showed that they changed their pre-touch reaction distances 

based on the appearances of the avatars and the agent; we observed no 
effects of user gender. Overall, people using a female avatar tended to 
maintain greater distances prior to being touched compared to those 
using male and robot avatars, while people tended to accept closer 
approaching by human-like agents than by robots prior to being 
touched. Our results suggest that people’s perceptions of pre-touch 
situations are affected by the appearances of avatars and agents and 
less by user gender. These findings pose implications for the design of 
human-like behavior of virtual agents when responding to touch, e.g., 
changing the pre-touch reaction distance.
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